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Europe's largest broadcasting equipment exhibition, IBC2010, was held in
Amsterdam, the Netherlands, from September 10 to 14. 48,521 people attended
the exhibition, where NHK displayed its latest Super Hi-Vision (SHV) equipment,

the next generation broadcasting system that has been the subject of our recent R&D
efforts. It was NHK's first exhibition featuring a full resolution projector and camera at
IBC, and we showcased the latest research, as well as our equipment for practical content
production that resulted from downsizing and increasing performance of dual-green
format devices.

Uncompressed live images (Photo 1) of Amsterdam Central Station transmitted
though fiber optic cable were shown at the SHV theater on a full resolution projector and
22.2 multichannel audio system. Content such as sports and footage of the Onbashira
Festival in Japan were also shown. Practical production equipment for the dual green
format including compact cameras, recording devices, and optical multiplex
transmission equipment, were also featured. These technologies will make production
and transmission of content such as sports programs in SHV a reality. We also discussed
recent advances on our full resolution SHV camera (Photo 2), 22.2 multichannel sound
production equipment, video compression devices, and 4K PDP. The SHV theater was
almost always full, and in total, 4402 viewers watched the SHV programs running there.
Some viewers praised SHV, saying they felt a "natural sense of depth" and a "high sense
of realism", while others expressed their high expectations of our continued research and
development of next-generation broadcasting. 

Together with the BBC and RAI, we did an exhibit on human friendly broadcasting
technology (Photo 3) at the barrier-free TV corner of the European Broadcasting Union's
(EBU) booth located in the same venue. There, we introduced technologies for translating
Japanese to sign language CGs, speech rate conversion, and IP transmission systems for
multi-language subtitling. These exhibits elicited great interest from European
broadcasters. 
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